
A COMPLETE ONLINE 
SPORTS PLATFORM 
TAILOR-MADE FOR EACH 
TRAINER, ASSOCIATION, 
SCHOOL OR FEDERATION.



AS SPORTS COMPANY, 
ASSOCIATION, CLUB OR 
INDEPENDENT TRAINER, 
DO YOU HAVE THE 
AMBITION TO PREPARE 
EXERCISES AND 
SESSIONS OPTIMALLY?
With Online Sports Academy, you can manage your sessions. Develop 
and plan your exercises, assessments and registrate every detail! You 
can also upload videos and add your own exercises using the integrated 
drawing software. Major clubs and associations have already done so!



ABOUT ONLINE 
SPORTS ACADEMY
In 2009, Online Sports Academy started with online platforms for associations, clubs (large 
and small), football schools and individual trainers. Meanwhile, Online Sports Academy has 
developed several online sports platforms for large organizations, such as: AFC Ajax, KNVB, 
ABN AMRO, Eiffel, various sports companies and several international federations. From 
that experience and the knowledge that has been built up over the years, we can offer 
valuable guidance in setting up a structured training plan for different sports.  
 
Online Sports Academy has entered into cooperation with a number of sports 
organisations. These organisations are working on a complete database of all kinds of 
exercises for all sports. These exercises are shown through detailed descriptions, videos 
and animations. The user also has the possibility to use a unique drawing software 
and the training sessions can be assessed by the supervisor. In this way, the system 
offers an education platform for trainers. At the same time, athletes (both performance 
and recreational) are always assured of qualitative and versatile training. An additional 
advantage is that the content in the platform can be sold through a simple subscription 
structure.



CREATE, DEVELOP,
TRAIN & SHARE 
CONTENT WITH OUR 
UNIQUE DRAWING 
SOFTWARE!
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ADDITIONAL
SERVICES In most platforms you don’t have the possibility to create your own vision, year planning, 

structure or learning path, but Online Sports Academy does offer that possibilty! 
 
Online Sports Academy has developed the system in such a way that every user can create 
his own philosophy and yearly goals completely branded in the style of the user. This 
makes it attractive for sponsors to generate brand awareness or to identify themselves 
with talent development. You can also create your own training topics, completely 
according to the philosophy of the user!

For experts and specialists in sports, we offer the possibility of selling the platform to third 
parties in various subscription forms via a unique content module. This creates a payback 
model for the buyer/content writer.

Online Sports Academy offers the possibility to market the user-generated content in 
different subscription forms. The platform is provided with a link to a payment system. 
Online Sports Academy also offers the possibility to have the content translated.
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FEDERATIONS &
GOVERNMENTS

PE TEACHERS &
INDIVIDUAL TRAINERS

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS,
SPORTS ORGANISATIONS

& FEDERATIONS

SUITABLE
FOR

Governments and federations can make use of 
their own ‘branded’ system in different ways. There 

are clients who invest in the system and use this 
platform to provide their training.

Both professional and recreational clubs make use of 
the system. On the one hand, it offers a qualitative 
and well thought-out curriculum, but on the other 

hand, it offers the possibility to step away from this 
and create your own complete annual planning.

For this target group too, there are various motives 
to start with Online Sports Academy. Are you active 

as a trainer of your son’s handball team and/or 
your daughter’s hockey team? Then you have the 

possibility to compile the exercise material for both 
teams in one single platform.



WWW.ONLINESPORTSACADEMY.COM / INFO@ONLINESPORTSACADEMY.COM


